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MOOD (METtJ Object-Oriented DBMS) is devel-

oped on the Exodus Storage Manager (ESM) [ESM 92],

and supports a SQL-like object-oriented query language

(MOODSQL) [Ozk 93, Dog 94] and a graphical user in-

terface, called MoodView [Arp 93], developed using Mo-

tif. The system is coded in C++ on Sun Spare II work-

stations and has a type system derived from C++, elim-

inating the impedance mismatch between MOOD and

(.;++. ESM provides the MOOD the following kernel

functions: Storage management, concurrency control,

backup and recovery of data.

Additionally, the MOOD kernel provides the follow-

ing functions : Catalog management, and optimiza-

tion and interpretation of SQL statements. During this

interpretation, functions (which have been previously

compiled with (;++) within SQL statements, are dy-

namically linked and executed. The advantage of this

approach is to eliminate the interpretation overhead and

increase the overall efficiency of the system.

Each object is given a unique Object Identifier (OID)

at object creation time by the ESM which is the disk

start address of the object returned by the ESM. The

object encapsulation properties are supported through

the public and private declarations of C++. Objects

are grouped in the abstraction level of a class, in other

wor~s, classes have extensions. Class inheritance mech-

anism of the MOOD is multiple inheritance. The name

resolution is handled as in standard C++. Aggregate

definitions are handled in the MOOD system by intro-

ducing type constructors (Set, List, Ref and Tuple).

Aggregate classes can be constructed by recursive use

of these type constructors. The query optimizer of the

M()()D is generated by using the Volcano Query Opti-

mizer C;enerator. The Volcano Query Optimizer Gen-

erator [McK 93] provides for very fast and easy devel-

opment of a query optimizer. The MOOD Optimizer

uses database statistics obtained from the MOOD cata-

log in computing the selectivities and the costs for each

optimization step. The set of MOOD Algebra opera-

tors is given in [Dog 94]. A graphical user interface,

namely MoodView is implemented. MoodView provides

the database programmer with tools and functionalities

for every phase of 00DBMS application development.

Current version of MoodView allows a database user

to design, browse, and modify database schema inter-

actively. Furthermorej a database administration tool,

a full screen text-editor, a SQL based query manager,

and a graphical indexing tool for the spatial data, i.e.,

R Trees are also implemented.
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